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Jobs lost in Las Vegas





Index (2005 = 100)
Source: Brookings Analysis of Moody’s Analytics
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Las Vegas recession, 3rd worst of 
all U.S. large metropolitan areas 
+ 46,500 































R&D-intensive industries that 
concentrate the nation’s science, 
technology, engineering, and 
mathematics (STEM) workforce
Advanced Industries
Software Computer Systems 
Design
















advanced industry jobs require
less than a 4-year degree
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Rest of economy 
output
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Real Annual Output Growth, 1980-2013








Semiconductor Manufacturing Software Publishing Medical Diagnostic
Labs
Commercial and Service 
Industry Machinery Manufacturing
Metal Ore Mining




Growth in jobs 1980-2013 Growth in jobs 1980-2013Growth in jobs 1980-2013
Annual Employment Growth, 1980-2013











Motor Vehicle Body and Trailer
Aerospace and Products Manufacturing
Audio and Video Equipment Manufacturing
Oil and Gas Extraction
Advanced Industries
Share of Total Metro Area Employment in Advanced Industries
2.0 to 5.8 percent
5.8 to 8.3 percent
8.3 to 11.3 percent
11.3 to 16.0 percent
16.0 to 29.9 percent
Advanced Industries





Audio & video equipment
Semiconductors




Iron & steel mills
Advanced Industries
Energy Specialized Metro Areas
Oklahoma City, OK
Oil & gas extraction
Electric power generation
Birmingham, AL
Electric power generationSalt Lake City, UTMetal ore mining
Advanced Industries





































Pharmaceutical and medicine manufacturing







job growth since 2010
15.1%











Data processing and hosting






job growth since 2010
8.0%




























Falling Contribution of AIs to Output
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Aerospace products and 
parts manufacturing






































































































Share of population 20-34
with a STEM degree
Percentage of graduates 


















































Expand basic and 
applied research
Continue pursuit of 





















aligned with industry 
needs
Develop the STEM pipeline
ICON 
Set a strong vision 
of STEM’s 
importance
Invest in industry 







Focus on bottom-up 
regional economic 
development
Aid and abet the 
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